Virtual reality filmmakers creating 360 • video currently rely on cinematography techniques that were developed for traditional narrow field of view film. They typically edit together a sequence of shots so that they appear at a fixed orientation irrespective of the viewer's field of view. But because viewers set their own camera orientation they may miss important story content while looking in the wrong direction. We present new interactive shot orientation techniques that are designed to help viewers see all of the important content in 360 • video stories. Our viewpoint-oriented technique reorients the shot at each cut so that the most important content lies in the the viewer's current field of view. Our active reorientation technique lets the viewer press a button to immediately reorient the shot so that important content lies in their field of view. We present a 360 • video player which implements these techniques and conduct a user study which finds that users spend 5.2-9.5% more time viewing (manually labeled) important points of the scene with our techniques compared to the traditional fixedorientation cuts. In practice, 360 • video creators may label important content, but we also provide an automatic method for determining important content in existing 360 • videos.
INTRODUCTION
Panoramic, 360 • videos are becoming increasingly widespread. A YouTube search for the "360 • video" tag returns over 500,000 videos. Journalists, TV/Film studios, advertisers, independent artists, and amateurs use such 360 • videos to tell stories. But, because 360 • video is a new medium for storytelling, creators do not yet have the set of conventions that exists in traditional, narrow field of view (NFOV) cinematography. As a result, video creators are Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact rightsreview@acm.org.
UIST 2017 October 22-25, 2017 , Quebec City, QC, Canada With 360 • video, the viewer can explore the scene. So, while the viewer's field of view may contain the important content (yellow), it may instead contain only background content (blue). Video by Adam Cusco [14] .
using methods from traditional cinematography to combine 360 • shots in a sequence to tell a story.
The primary distinguishing feature of 360 • video compared to NFOV video is that viewers control the camera orientation and can turn their heard at any time to see the surrounding environment. Watching such video in a headset player or a mobile device, viewers can rotate the view to examine different parts of the scene. In a desktop-based player, viewers can drag the video horizontally and vertically with their cursor to rotate the camera. However, the viewer's ability to actively change their field of view creates a new challenge for 360 • video creators. Unlike NFOV video, the video creator cannot guarantee that the important story elements (e.g. people, actions, objects) will be within the viewer's field of view when it is most critical for the viewer to see them ( Figure 1 ).
Today, 360 • video editors rely on a traditional cinematic approach, designing 360 • videos so that the sequence of shots appear at a fixed orientation irrespective of the viewer's field of view. As a result it can be difficult for viewers to find important story content, particularly right after a shot change, as they may be looking in the wrong direction. Recently 360 • video creators have acknowledged this problem, and have proposed best practices for creating more understandable 360 • videos [11, 41] . For instance, Brillhart [11] proposes aligning the important content across shot boundaries to increase the probability that the viewer sees the important content in the following shot. As long as viewers orient towards the important content in the first shot and then maintain this field of view over the course of the video, such alignment ensures that they will see the most important content in each shot ( Figure 2a ). However, if viewers change their field of view before a shot change, they may end up at an irrelevant point in the new scene (Figure 2b ). (a) fixed-orientation cuts when the viewer is looking in the expected direction, (b) fixed-orientation cuts when the viewer looks away from the expected direction, (c) viewpoint-oriented cuts -when the viewer looks away from the expected direction on the first shot, the subsequent shots reorient to the viewer's view point, (d) active reorientation -when the viewer looks away from the expected direction, the viewer can press a button to reorient to the important point. We note that the field of view varies for 360 • viewers. Desktop viewers typically range from 75-110 • , Google Cardboard and other phone-based viewers have a field of view of 60 • and the Oculus Rift has a field of view of 110 • . Video by Adam Cusco [14] .
Recognizing that many videos contain shots with multiple important points that can attract the viewer's attention, 360 • video creators have also suggested aligning secondary important points across a sequence of shots. While this approach increases the likelihood that viewers will see a secondary important point [10] , it is not always possible to line up multiple important points across shot boundaries. Another suggestion is to slow down the timing of the video so that the viewer has more time to explore the scene and hope that they return to the important story content [41] . However, none of these strategies guarantee that viewers will be looking at the important content when the shot changes.
In this paper, we explore new interactive shot orientation techniques that are designed to help viewers see all of the important content 360 • videos. Our techniques take two inputs: (1) the viewer's orientation/field of view; and (2) labels (generated either manually or automatically) that mark the location of important point(s) in the video.
Viewpoint-oriented cuts
The first technique, viewpoint-oriented cuts, automatically reorients the shot at each cut (or shot boundary) so that the most important content lies in the the viewers current field of view (Figure 2c ). In contrast to standard fixed-orientation cuts, these viewpoint-oriented cuts let viewers freely explore the scene, but at each shot change viewers are guaranteed to initially see the most important content in the shot, since it is placed directly in their field of view. Thus, viewers are far less likely to miss story elements searching for important content after a shot change. However, this method only helps viewers locate one important point per shot, and does not assist viewers in finding secondary important points.
Active reorientation
The second technique, active reorientation, lets viewers press a button to immediately reorient the shot so that important content lies in their field of view (Figure 2d ). This approach lets viewers interactively reorient the shot to an important point at any time (e.g., return to the narrator in the shot). This approach can handle multiple important points within a shot (e.g., an interviewer on one side of the camera and the interviewee on the opposite side), viewers can press the button to cycle between these important points. Active reorientation lets viewers choose when they wish to orient the shot to important content and reduces the time spent searching for important content within the shot.
We develop a new 360 • video player which implements fixedorientation cuts, viewpoint-based cuts and active reorientation. We use this player to run a study comparing the three techniques and find that users view important content 5.2-9.5% longer using our interactive shot orientation controls. Users rated (5-highest, 1-lowest) active reorientation (µ = 4.07) and viewpoint-oriented cuts (µ = 4.00) as significantly preferable compared to fixed-orientation cuts (µ = 2.14). Based on our study results, we create an automatic method to detect important points and a hybrid technique combining viewpoint-based cuts with active reorientation. [23] . Similar to AutoCam, Facebook introduced a new publisher tool for 360 • video called Guide that automatically guides the camera between creator specified important points [9] . Using Guide, users may also reorient to important points after rotating away from the guided view. Our technique viewpoint-oriented cuts changes shot orientation imperceptibly on shot boundaries, rather than producing camera movement during a shot. In addition, active reorientation lets users produce cuts by selecting when to move between important points, rather than following a preguided path.
Instead of automatically moving the camera, SwiVRChair [20] introduces a motorized chair to physically rotate and block viewer's movements to direct their attention. In contrast, we develop a 360 • video player that provides software-based techniques for aiding users in viewing important content in 360 • videos.
Navigation in 360 • video
As our techniques change the camera orientation in the scene, our work relates to prior work in virtual cinematography which studies virtual camera control in rendered scenes [22, 16] , and automatic real-world camera control for use in remote meetings or lectures [30, 17] . Our problem differs in that we consider already edited 360 • videos.
In concurrent work, Outside-In also seeks to let users view important points in 360 • video [26] by providing picture-inpicture previews to let users preview and navigate to important content in 360 • videos with more than one important point. In other concurrent work, Serrano et al. [33] study how study how edits with varying shot alignment are understood by viewers. Our work focuses on providing shot orientation controls to the user, either based on their current viewpoint (viewpoint-oriented cuts) or by letting them press a button (active reorientation).
INTERACTIVE 360 • VIDEO PLAYER
We have developed a 360 • video player that can play back videos using fixed-orientation cuts, viewpoint-oriented cuts and active reorientation. The web-based player works on both laptop and desktop displays (click and drag rotation), mobile phones (rotation-based orientation change and tap-todrag rotation), and mobile phones with a Google cardboard viewer.
The input to our video player is a spherical 360 • video along with a specification file containing the cut times for each shot boundary and the location in the panorama of one or more important point within each shot. Cut times and important points can be automatically determined, or manually labeled (e.g., by the video creator). In addition, if a shot contains multiple important points, video creators can manually assign a priority ranking to each one ( Figure 3 ).
Given the important points within each shot our player presents the 360 • video in any one of three modes:
Fixed-orientation cuts. In this mode our player simply renders the input 360 • video and assumes that the filmmaker has chosen how to align the important points across shot boundaries. In practice for all of our example videos the filmmaker aligned the most important points across shot boundaries.
Viewpoint-oriented cuts. In this mode our player automatically reorients after each cut to ensure that the most important point (i.e. the only important point or the important point with the highest priority ranking) within it is centered horizontally inside the viewer's field of view immediately. For viewpoint-oriented cuts, we automatically reorient the shot in the horizontal direction only because resetting the shot orientation in the vertical direction can lead to difficult rotation configurations on head-mounted displays. For instance, suppose we have two landscape scenes in shot #1 and shot #2 such that the ground is parallel to the user's eyes when the user is in a neutral head position (a common setup for a 360 • camera).
If we reoriented shot #2 on the cut to show the important point while the user is looking at the ground, it would leave the user in an uncomfortable and confusing position for viewing the scene. The viewer would need to look further towards their feet to view the rest of the scene along the horizon, which can be uncomfortable. Active reorientation. In this mode, our player lets viewers actively reorient the shot so that an important point is centered horizontally within their field of view by either clicking a button (desktop), tapping the middle, top of the phone (mobile), or pressing the Google Cardboard button (cardboard). If a shot contains more than one important point (e.g., the main surfer closest to the camera, and a partner surfing in the distance in Figure 3 ) viewers can press the button to cycle between them in their priority rank order. As in the viewpoint-oriented cuts mode, our player only reorients the shot in the horizontal direction.
USER STUDY
We conducted a user study to evaluate the effects of our interactive shot orientation techniques (viewpoint-oriented cuts and active reorientation) in comparison to fixed-orientation cuts with respect to 360 • video viewing behavior and user preference.
For the study, we selected nine 360 • videos (Table 1 ) to represent a variety of domains (e.g., news, action, fictional stories), editing techniques (e.g., frequent cuts, few cuts), and sources (e.g., independent, GoPro, NYTimes). We extracted 30-75s clips from each of these videos for the study. We manually labeled shot boundaries and important points in each shot for each video. We labeled important points according to cinematography principles (e.g., speaking characters are important). For shots with multiple important points in the same shot, we assigned a priority rank to each point.
Method
We recruited 14 users from university mailing lists to evaluate our techniques (8 female, 6 male). Their ages ranged from 18 to 34 years and they listed their occupation as undergraduate student, graduate student, or software engineer. All users except one had used a headset to view 360 • content in the past.
We gave each user a 5 minute tutorial in which we explained the three techniques (fixed-orientation cuts, viewpointoriented cuts, and active reorientation) and let them watch a 30s video clip using each one. After the tutorial, each viewer saw 9 unique videos in total; 3 videos in each of the 3 conditions (fixed orientation, viewpoint oriented, active reorientation). Between users, we varied the technique assigned to each video. We controlled for ordering effects by randomizing the order that the videos appeared, and in-turn randomizing the order user saw each technique. Before each video, we told the user the video title, and the technique assigned to the video. Users viewed all videos using a Google Cardboard hand-held headset which includes a physical button for interaction.
Measures
While users viewed each video, we recorded head orientation, and button presses on the Google Cardboard along with the corresponding time in the video. We calculate the following metrics for each video:
Percent time viewing important points. of view -i.e. within macular or central vision, as opposed to peripheral vision [28] .
Percent of shot traversed (angular).
For each shot, we compute the percent of the shot traversed by constructing a histogram of 360 buckets in 1 degree increments along the horizontal axis. We count the bucket as traversed if it fell within an 18 • window surrounding the center of the user's field of view.
After viewing the videos, participants filled out a survey that included preference ratings on a 5 point likert scale, and ranking of the techniques on three facets: preference, level of disorientation while watching the video, and likelihood of viewing important content. We also asked them to compare the advantages and disadvantages of each technique in a free-text response.
Hypotheses
We consider four hypotheses:
H1. Users will spend a greater time during the shot viewing the main (i.e. highest priority) important point using the proposed techniques (viewpoint-oriented cuts and active reorientation) in comparison to the standard fixed-orientation technique, because viewpoint-oriented cuts and active reorientation orient the shot so that the important point falls within the user's field of view.
H2. Users will spend a greater percentage of time during the shot viewing the secondary (i.e. second highest priority) important points using active reorientation than they will using fixed-orientation and viewpoint-oriented cuts, because active reorientation lets users actively orient the shot so that a secondary point falls within the user's field of view.
H3. Users will traverse less of the scene using viewpointoriented cuts and active reorientation than they will using the fixed-orientation cuts, because with fixed-orientation cuts users need to rotate more to search for important points than they do with the proposed techniques.
H4. Users will prefer viewing videos using the proposed techniques (viewpoint-oriented cuts and active reorientation) over standard fixed-orientation cuts, because users will be able to focus on more interesting content in the 360 videos. 
Results
We computed our measures over the study data. To balance the effect of any given video in considering viewing data, we randomly sampled the video views to have four users for each video-condition pair.
Percent time viewing important point(s).
We find that users spend a higher percentage of total viewing time examining the single most important point using viewpointoriented cuts (µ = 22.6%, σ = 15.4) and active reorientation (µ = 18.3%, σ = 9.85) than when using fixed-orientation cuts (µ = 13.1%, σ = 11.8) (Figure 4 ). Using a Friedman test we find that viewing mode has a significant effect (p < 0.001, χ 2 = 19.06). Post-hoc pairwise Mann-Whitney U tests with Bonferroni correction find significant differences between viewpoint-oriented cuts and fixed-orientation cuts (p < 0.01,U = 369, Z = 3.14, r = 0.52) as well as active reorientation cuts and fixed-orientation cuts (p < 0.05,U = 394, Z = 2.86, r = 0.48), but not for active reorientation and viewpoint-oriented cuts.
We also consider how active reorientation affects the amount of time users spent viewing the secondary important point. For the 8 of 9 video clips with at least one secondary point of interest, we average over all shots with a secondary point the percent time spent viewing a secondary point of interest. We find that users spend the highest percent of time viewing a secondary point of interest using active reorientation (µ = 8.51%, σ = 4.86), followed by fixed-orientation cuts (µ = 6.14%, σ = 6.74) and viewpoint-oriented cuts (µ = 4.94%, σ = 5.17). A Friedman test shows that viewing mode has a significant effect (p < 0.05, χ 2 = 7.94). We find the difference between active reorientation and viewpoint-oriented cuts to be significant (p < 0.01,U = 281, Z = −3.1, r = −0.55) and we find the difference between active reorientation and fixed-orientation to be significant (p < 0.05,U = 326, Z = 2.5, r = 0.44). As expected (H2), we do not find a significant difference between viewpoint-oriented cuts and fixed-orientation cuts. Finally, few video clips contain at least one shot with a third (6 of 9) or fourth (1 of 9) important point. A Friedman test does not show viewing mode has a significant effect on the amount of time spent viewing tertiary or quaternary points (Figure 4 ).
Percent of shot traversed. We find that users traverse the lowest percetage of the shot using active reorientation (µ = 71.6%, σ = 17.3), more of the shot using viewpointoriented cuts (µ = 76.2%, σ = 16.1), and the greatest amount of the shot using fixed-orientation cuts (µ = 83.3%, σ = 14.2). Using a Friedman test we find significant effect of viewing mode on percent of shot traversed (p < 0.05, χ 2 = 7.17). A Mann Whitney U test with Bonferroni correction finds that the only pairwise difference that is significant is between active reorientation and fixed-orientation cuts (p < 0.05,U = 871, Z = −2.51, r = −0.42).
Subjective ratings. Users ranked active reorientation (µ = 1.43, σ = 0.646) and viewpoint-oriented cuts (µ = 1.79, σ = 0.579) as preferable (1-most preferable, 3-least preferable) to fixed-orientation cuts (µ = 2.79, σ = 0.579) (Figure 7 ). We find a significant effect of viewing mode on rankings using Friedman's nonparameteric test (p < 0.001, χ 2 = 13.86). Pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon signed rank test with Bonferroni correction find a significant preference for viewpointoriented cuts over fixed-orientation cuts (p < 0.05,W = 94, Z = 3.71, r = 0.99) and for active reorientation over fixedorientation cuts (p < 0.05,W = 95, Z = −3.96, r = −1.06).
Users also ranked the techniques on level of disorientation (from 1-most disorienting to 3-least disorienting) and ranked fixed-orientation cuts as most disorienting (µ = 1.71, σ = 0.99), viewpoint-oriented cuts as second most disorienting (µ = 2.07, σ = 0.47) and active reorientation to be least disorienting (µ = 2.21, σ = 0.89) but a Friedman's test does not show that the differences in ranks are significant.
Finally, users ranked the techniques on their perceived likelihood of viewing important content from most likely to least likely. Users rated viewpoint-oriented cuts (µ = 1.57, σ = 0.51) and active reorientation (µ = 1.42, σ = 0.51) over fixedorientation cuts (µ = 3.00, σ = 0.00). A Friedman's test (p < 0.001, χ 2 = 21.14) finds the differences to be significant. Pairwise comparisons using the Wilcoxon signed rank test find significant preference for viewpoint-oriented cuts over fixed-orientation cuts (p < 0.01,W = 105, Z = 4.9, r = 1.31) and for active reorientation over fixed cuts (p < 0.01,W = 105, Z = −4.9, r = −1.31).
Qualitative feedback
We collected qualitative feedback on the advantages and disadvantages of each technique. Mean rankings Figure 7 . Mean rankings for preference (1-most prefer, 3-least prefer), level of disorientation (1-most disorienting, 3-least disorienting), and likelihood of viewing important points (1-most likely, 3-least likely) . Error bars show the standard error.
Most (9 of 14) users ranked active reorientation as their most preferred technique, and mentioned the following benefits of active reorientation: they could (1) reorient to interesting content after exploring in a long scene, (2) quickly jump to the important point(s) in a short scene, and (3) toggle between important points. U3 explains "It was really cool to be able to quickly toggle between the interesting points without having to search around the scene constantly to make sure I wasn't missing anything. I felt like I could still look around and explore the video, but had an option to quickly focus on the important part of a scene when I wanted to."
The majority of users (9 of 14) preferred viewpoint-oriented cuts second most of the three techniques. Users who preferred viewpoint-oriented cuts over active reorientation mentioned that they didn't want to have to click a button to see the important point. U9 mentioned that viewpoint-oriented cuts are preferable and that "I don't know the reason that you wouldn't want to center on an explicit point on the scene change. Otherwise you could just be randomly looking into dead space". Only one user (U8) ranked viewpoint-oriented cuts the lowest of the three, explaining that viewpoint-oriented cuts "feel the most passive, I wasn't as interested in looking around because I was always sure they'd show me whatever they wanted me to see". Finally, 12 of 14 users rated fixed-orientation cuts the lowest.
Discussion
Users spend a higher percentage of time viewing the primary important point using viewpoint-oriented cuts and active reorientation than they do when using fixed-orientation cuts (H1). Also, users spend a higher percentage of time viewing the second-ranked important point using active reorientation than they do using fixed-orientation cuts (H2). This metric only measures the amount of time spent viewing the pre-selected important points labelled by video creators or an automatic method.
Users traverse less of the shot using active reorientation, more of the shot using viewpoint-oriented cuts, and the greatest amount of the shot using fixed-orientation cuts. But we only found a significant difference between active reorientation and fixed-orientation cuts (H3). Active reorientation likely has the lowest percent of the shot traversed because users can reorient to important points when they want to by pressing a button, rather than rotating to the point. In addition, the percent of shot traversed differs between videos with very frequent shots ("hpo-preview", and "knives") and the rest of the videos with less frequent shots (Figure 6 ), because users have less time to explore during short shots. In some cases, video creators may not want to minimize the percent of shot traversed. For instance, video creators can build suspense in a horror scene by letting users traverse the scene to find the important points.
We find users prefer viewpoint-oriented cuts and active reorientation over the fixed-orientation cuts (H4) with users split between preferring the active reorientation to the viewpointoriented cuts (9/14 users) and vice versa (5/14 users). Based on this preference and user comments, we combined the two interfaces to create a hybrid technique.
Hybrid technique. In this mode, as in viewpoint-oriented cuts, the player automatically reorients each shot such that the most important point is centered horizontally inside the viewer's field of view. The viewer may also actively reorient the shot by clicking a button, tapping the phone, or pressing the Google Cardboard button as in active reorientation.
Design implications. Overall, our study suggests three main design implications. First, viewpoint-oriented cuts and active reorientation generally work well for a variety of domains and shot lengths. Second, viewpoint-oriented cuts and active reorientation are particularly useful in certain circumstances. Viewpoint-oriented cuts are helpful for videos with frequent shots where users do not have time to reorient, and active reorientation is useful for shots with multiple important points (without active reorientation, users cannot quickly switch between these points). Third, viewpoint-oriented cuts and active reorientation let users efficiently find important points, but video creators may want to prevent such efficiency for certain shots.
Limitations. In the study, we selected video clips (Table 1) to represent a variety of domains with differing average shot lengths. We did not investigate the effect of fatigue on user behavior in long videos (> 10 minutes) as many current 360 videos tend to be short (e.g., 95s median length for all NYTimes 360 videos [4], 206s median length for YouTube's "best of 360" [5] . However, fatigue while watching longer videos may change user behavior as users could traverse less of each shot, or prefer the active reorientation method (pressing a button) over manual reorientation (turning their head). This study also only considers user behavior while viewing a video for the first time. Repeated viewing may change viewer behavior because users will be familiar with the main storyline.
AUTOMATIC IMPORTANCE DETECTION
For our study, we assume the 360 • video creator labels important points for viewpoint-oriented cuts and active reorientation. We present a method for automatically detecting important points in a 360 • video. By automatically detecting important points, viewers can enable viewpoint-oriented cuts and active reorientation for existing 360 • videos.
Viewpoint-oriented cuts and active reorientation each use the horizontal orientation for each important point in a shot to reorient the shot in the horizontal direction, without affecting the user's vertical direction. Our automatic important point detection method works by (a) computing per-frame salience maps that account for different types of features (e.g., face detection, optical flow), (b) detecting shot boundaries, (c) finding local maxima in the per-shot feature vectors, and (d) selecting the best local maxima as the important points. Figure 8 . Method for selecting important points. We (a) separate the video into single frames, (b) compute feature maps for each frame (edgebased, optical flow, and face detection depicted) and (c) sum each feature map column to find a 1d feature vector for each frame. We average together the feature vectors of all frames in a shot, then (d) find local maxima for each feature before selecting the best local maxima as important points.
Feature maps. For videos in our dataset, the important point typically occurs on a key character, object, or title rather than background scenery. 25.7% of the important points in our manually-labeled dataset are also within 1 • of the origin (i.e. center of the equirectangular projection). Important points occur close to the origin because video creators line up important points across shots, and they align the first important point with the origin so that the point will initially fall within the viewer's field of view. To predict the location of important points, we split the video into frames (Figure 8a ) then compute the following feature maps for the rectilinear projection of each frame (Figure 8b ):
• Face detection (Openface [8] )
• Optical flow (Lucas-Kanade [7] )
• Edge-based image saliency (Minimum barrier [43] )
• Distance from the origin (i.e. frame center)
For face detection and edge-based image saliency we use recent off-the-shelf methods [8, 43] to produce feature maps for each frame. To create a feature map of motion in the frame, we use Harris corners to detect important pixels to track [21] then track the pixels across frames using optical flow [7] . We recalculate pixels to track every 0.3s, as optical flow will lose tracked pixels across shot boundaries. We generate the feature map by setting the value of each pixel tracked, and the surrounding pixels (within 5 pixels of the tracked pixel), to the distance traveled by that pixel. We smooth this feature map with a Gaussian kernel.
We sum along the columns of each feature map so that for each frame we create 4 feature vectors, one for each feature map (Figure 8c ).
Shot detection. Building on prior work, we use the per-frame optical flow feature vectors to compute shot boundaries [25, 7] . We use Harris corners [21] to find important pixels to track, and optical flow to track these pixels across frames. Within a single shot, a pixel and its corresponding object will move a small distance (∼<1% of the image height/width) between subsequent frames. However, when the shot changes, optical flow can not accurately track an object as it may have disappeared. Such inaccuracies return improbable distances for object movement (∼25-50% of the image height/width). We determine a shot change has occurred if the sum of tracked movement falls above a threshold.
Peak detection. For each feature, we create a shot feature vector by averaging together the corresponding feature vector for all frames in the shot then smooth the shot feature vector using a Gaussian kernel (Figure 8d ). To detect the most important horizontal orientation in the shot, we find the local maxima for each feature that are at least 60 • apart such that the field of view around important points will be non-overlapping. We rank the selected local maxima using the clarity of the peak (i.e. area under the peak / area under the rest of the curve), and the feature type from semantically meaningful features (face detection) to low-level image features (optical flow, edgebased saliency). When peaks have low clarity, we select the origin as the predicted point.
Evaluation
We evaluated our method using live action videos in our dataset (Table 1) along with four new videos [19, 40, 18, 39] for a total of 11 videos. As viewpoint-oriented cuts require shot boundary detection in order to reorient on shot change, we first evaluate the shot boundary detection. The optical-flow based shot boundary detection achieves precision of 89% and recall of 82% for an F1 score of 85%. We prefer the precision to be higher than the recall, as a missed shot boundary will appear as a fixed-orientation cut, but an extra shot boundary will introduce a new cut.
Given correct shot boundaries, we found that our detected most important point is on average 16.7 • (less than 18 • ) away from one of the ground truth important points as opposed to 57.7 • on average for a randomly selected point. In particular, for our method, the predicted point is exactly at one of the ground truth points an average of 30% of the time, less than 18 • away from a ground truth important point 75% of the time, and within the field of view or less than 30 • away 80% of the time. In comparison, a randomly selected point is less than or equal to 0 • , 18 • or 30 • degrees away, on average 2%, 18%, and 30% of the time respectively. In the future we will study how well our automatic importance detection technique works in the context of our viewer. In addition, we will incorporate additional features into our method such as text detection [42] , person detection [13] , and object detection [31] .
FUTURE WORK
Currently we only consider shot orientation control in interactive 360 • cinematography. In the future, we will investigate more types of interactive cinematography. For instance, we may change cut timing based on when a viewer reaches a particular point, or when the viewer has explored the entire scene once. In addition, to ensure the viewer sees the main storyline, we could play the main story content only when it falls within the viewer's field of view. When the viewer looks away from the main content, we could pause the main content, and loop background video (e.g., trees swaying, water moving) using prior work [6] . 
